DRAUGHT
GOOSE ISLAND 312 URBAN WHEAT Lively, refreshing ale with a natural citrus flavor
and distinctive cloudy appearance
LOST 40 PALE ALE

A toasty malt base with a big fresh hop finish

LOST 40 BARE BONES PILSNER Sweet malt character with notes of alpine flowers and
just baked bread
STELLA ARTOIS PALE LAGER Very pleasant light taste with hints of honey
MOTHERS-THREE BLIND MICE A brown ale with strong malt flavors and light body
with toffee, caramel, brown sugar, and mild chocolate
GUINESS

Big raft of bitter, burnt, and dark roasted flavor

BOTTLES
STELLA ARTOIS CIDRE Crisp and refreshing Belgian recipe cider handcrafted with
handpicked apples
AMSTEL LIGHT LAGER A bit of malt sweetness with a clean finish
HEINEKEN PALE LAGER Clean and crisp. Grainy, Lager taste
PERONI NASTRO AZZURRO PALE LAGER Pleasant combination of sweet barley malt
and grassy flavor with hop spice
BLUE MOON BELGIAN WHITE Dark golden color with a smooth mixture of sweet and
grain
LINDEMANS FRAMBOISE LAMBIC A perfect balance of sweet and sour, hibiscus
flowers. Raspberries dominate the flavor with a yeasty side note
CHIMAY TRIPEL (WHITE) Spicy flavor with some hints of honey and banana followed
with a bitter bite. A touch of citrus and orange peel after taste
CHIMAY GRANDE RESERVE (BLUE) Belgian strong dark ale. Raisins, dates, figs, and
other dark dried fruits with anise seed flavors on the finish
DOS EQUIS XX AMBAR Taste is malty with caramel and grass notes. Full bodied with a
sweet finish
GOOSE ISLAND INDIA PALE ALE Malty smoothness followed by moderate bitterness.
Citrus pine with a touch of cherry finish
SCHLAFLY COFFEE STOUT
barley and malt

Coffee beans highly roasted with a background of roasted

ROUGE DEAD GUY Moderate flavors of toasted and caramel malts with light amount of
toffee sweetness
THE STANDARDS Budweiser, Bud Light, Coors Light, Miller Lite, Michelob Ultra, Bud
55, Corona Extra, Buckler N/A

